Ans to 1st Monthly Exam

I. (1-10)  DBBA A    DBCCB
           (11-20) BCADC    CABDC
           (21-28) ADB C  A DB

II. (29-45)  CDDAD  BADCB  DABBA  CD

III. (46-50)  EBCAD

IV. (51-60)  C E  AE B  A    AB  AD  AC  BC  D

V. (61-64)  DDCC  (8%)

VI. Vocabulary: (20%)

65. embarrassment  66. Sheets  67. furniture
68. deafening  69. Memorize  70. fertilizers
71. occasion  72. Carved  73. glowed
74. tremendous  75. characters  76. cynical
77. creatures  78. presently  79. defeated
80. compassion  81. Simplicity  82. victory
83. swept  84. expression

VII. Translation: (12%)

85. It may be that / she forgets lending you/ a musical instrument (musical instruments)/ in the middle of July.

86. It matters not / whether we win or lose/ , but / how we play the game.

87. What (the) customers look forward to / is / not so much their pumpkin pie / as the waiters (waitresses, servers) dress (dress themselves, are dressed).